"Flowers for Algernon"
Study Guide

Thursday, December 11th

What do I need to know?
✓ Character descriptions (study the character chart from class)
✓ Understand the PLOT of the story: What happens to the characters in the story and when
✓ Understand the Algernon-Gordon Effect (Handout was provided)
✓ Vocabulary words

What papers/notes should I use to study?
✓ Your copy of "Flowers for Algernon"
✓ Question Packet
✓ Character Chart
✓ Sign Post Log Sheet and Packet (This will be a quick way to review the plot of the story and what you were thinking)
✓ Charlie Chart
✓ Vocabulary (Use your flashcards from the Cram website! There are plenty of review games/activities on Cram’s website to help you!)
### How should I manage my time at home?

**Dec. 3** -- Review your Sign Post Log Sheet and Packet  
-- Review 3 Vocabulary words (Try to find a synonym & antonym for each)  
  1. Marooned  
  2. Feeble-minded  
  3. Opportunist

**Dec. 4** -- Review half of your Question Packet  
-- Review 3 Vocabulary words (Try to find a synonym & antonym for each)  
  1. Justified  
  2. Tangible  
  3. Inferior

**Dec. 5** -- Review the remaining half of your Question Packet  
-- Review 3 Vocabulary words (Try to find a synonym & antonym for each)  
  1. Refute  
  2. Verify  
  3. Obscure

**Dec. 6-7** -- Review the story plot and the “Algernon-Gordon” Effect  
-- Review 3 Vocabulary words (Try to find a synonym & antonym for each)  
  1. Vacuous  
  2. Deteriorate  
  3. Introspective

**Dec. 8** -- Review handouts:  
*Charlie Chart*  
*“Algernon-Gordon” Effect*  
*Sign Post Log Sheet & Packet*  
*Character Chart*  

**Hint:** Use the Cram flashcard website to make flashcards for each character!

**Dec. 9** -- Review all Vocabulary words (with the synonym & antonyms you came up with)

**Dec. 10** -- Review all materials --FINAL REVIEW on your own

Start Studying NOW…no mousin’ around!